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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

An online retailer creates a case type that processes and manages customer orders. The checkout process has four
steps: 

1.

 Review Order: The customer reviews the items in order of add-to-cart selection and can adjust the quantity of each item
and delete items to calculate and display the order total. 

2.

 Select Shipping Option: The customer selects a shipping option to determine and display the shipping charge for their
order. 

3.

 Enter Delivery Address: The customer enters their delivery address to determine the sales tax, if applicable, and the
application displays the calculated sales tax. 

4.

 Enter Payment Information: The customer selects a payment option and confirms the grand total of the order. 

For each calculation, identify the appropriate chaining option to maximize the performance. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A form listing nearby restaurants has four columns: Restaurant name Restaurant location Thumbnail image of the
seating area Make reservation (check box) 

You want to ensure that users have the information they need to make a reservation regardless of screen size. When
viewed on a small screen, you do not need to display images. 

What three configuration steps do you take to support this requirement? (Choose three.) 

A. Set the importance of the Make reservation column to Primary. 

B. Set the importance of the Restaurant name column to Primary. 

C. Set the importance of the image column to Other. 

D. Set the importance of the image column to Secondary. 

E. Set the importance of the Restaurant location and Make reservation columns to Secondary. 

F. Set the importance of the Restaurant name and Make reservation columns to Primary. 

Correct Answer: BDF 
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QUESTION 3

How do you route an assignment so that any available member of the department can perform the task? 

A. Route the assignment to the admin user ID. 

B. Route the assignment to a work queue. 

C. Route the assignment separately to all members. 

D. Route the assignment to a work list. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://pegasystems2.http.internapcdn.net/pegasystems2/student_guides/c1225-student-guide.pdf (98) 

 

QUESTION 4

A development team plans to enhance functionality of an existing application by changing several user interface rules.
The team would like to pilot the enhancements to a small group of users before rolling the changes out to the entire user
base. 

What approach maximizes reuse and maintainability? 

A. Place the updated rules into a new minor version of the ruleset and include the new ruleset version in a new
application. 

B. Place the updated rules into a new ruleset and include the new ruleset in a new application. 

C. Place the updated rules into a new ruleset and include the new ruleset in a new version of the application. 

D. Place the updated rules into a new minor version of the ruleset and include the new ruleset version in a new version
of the application. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An online retailer allows customers to select a courier service for deliveries. The list of available courier services is
drawn from a data type sourced in the Pega database. The Fulfillment department wants to allow local warehouse
managers to add courier services to mitigate increases in delivery times and remove courier services that fail to meet
delivery metrics. 

Which two options are required to allow local warehouse managers to update courier service records in production?
(Choose two.) 

A. Create an access group for local warehouse managers. 

B. Delegate the records for the courier service data type. 

C. Define an approval process for adding and removing courier services. 
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D. Enable rule checkout for the local warehouse managers. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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